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-- Upstart Tech Venture, the technology

company behind the renowned brand

uParcel, is thrilled to announce its

strategic expansion into the Indian

market. With a successful track record

originating in Singapore and further

growth in Malaysia, uParcel is now

poised to diversify the parcel delivery

landscape in India with its cutting-edge solutions. 

Recognised for its forward-thinking approach and coherent integration of AI technology into

logistics, uParcel has garnered a reputation as a reliable partner for businesses and individuals

seeking efficient and hassle-free parcel. This innovative solution combines advanced technology

with a customer-centric approach, providing a smooth experience for both senders and

recipients. With uParcel, individuals and businesses can expect faster, more transparent, and

convenient deliveries, marking a significant milestone in the logistics industry.

Key Features of uParcel:

1. Real-time Tracking: uParcel allows users to track their parcels in real-time, providing accurate

updates on the package's whereabouts from pickup to delivery.

2. User-Friendly App: The uParcel app boasts an intuitive interface, making it effortless for users

to schedule pickups, input delivery details, and manage their deliveries with just a few taps.

3. Customised Filtering Options: Delivery partners can now tailor their job search by setting

specific criteria such as delivery distance, time windows, and package weight, allowing them to

identify and accept tasks that suit their schedules and capabilities.

4. Flexible Delivery Options: uParcel offers a range of delivery options, enabling users to choose

the timing and method that best suits their needs, whether it is same-day delivery, 3-hour

express service, or next-day delivery.

5. Transparent Pricing: No hidden fees. uParcel India ensures transparent pricing, giving users a

clear understanding of the costs associated with their deliveries upfront.

6. Reliable Customer Support: In case of any inquiries or concerns, uParcel provides dedicated

customer support that is readily available to assist users throughout their delivery journey.

http://www.einpresswire.com


Having made significant strides in Singapore and Malaysia, uParcel is excited to extend its

innovative services to the dynamic and diverse market of India. By harnessing its proven

technology and customer-centric approach, uParcel aims to redefine the delivery experience for

both businesses and individuals across Mumbai.

"Our journey with uParcel has been guided by a vision of enhancing logistics with technology-

driven solutions that empower our customers," said Mabeline, Founder and CEO of uParcel. "As

we step into the Indian market, we are committed to introducing a solution that addresses the

pain points of traditional parcel delivery services, contributing to India's vibrant logistics

landscape. uParcel is a game-changer, reflecting our commitment to innovation and customer

satisfaction." 

uParcel is set to transform the delivery landscape in India, catering to the needs of individuals,

businesses, and enterprises alike. For more information about uParcel and to start enjoying

hassle-free parcel deliveries, visit www.uparcel.in.

About uParcel

uParcel is a technology driven same day delivery platform based in Singapore that has planned,

matched and optimised millions of deliveries. Backed by data and a decentralised distributed

model, uParcel provides point to point delivery without asset heavy centralised sorting

infrastructure. Deliveries are clustered by proprietary algorithms and efficiently matched to vast

network of delivery partners dynamically. The organisation is reshaping the standard of same

day delivery with sustainable approaches for the better of the community and environment.

uParcel has presence in Singapore, Malaysia and now, India.
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